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UPDATE FROM JOHN SANTORA

John Santora
GLOBAL 
CHIEF OPERATING 
OFFICER & CHIEF 
INTEGRATION OFFICER

New channels for integration communication
Hello and welcome to the first edition of LEAD – a brand new source of integration news and updates 
delivered directly to our leadership team.

LEAD will be published monthly by our Change Management and Communications team, led by Brad 
Kreiger, with the objective of sharing the progress we are making as a combined organization across a 
number of integration workstreams.  We also will use this tool to equip you with the messages necessary 
for communicating with your staff and colleagues in an effective and timely manner.  In doing so, we 
hope to help as you continue to build trust and transparency within your teams.

In addition to this publication, we’ve also recently bolstered our communication efforts across the 
various workstreams. Jennifer Price is working directly with me on leading globally-integrated 
program management for what we’re calling the IMO, or Integration Management Office. Many of you 
have already have been participating in our new bi-monthly calls where we share updates on projects, 
milestones, and change management efforts. 

It is my hope that these increased communication efforts will help empower you to be an ambassador 
for change in the new Cushman & Wakefield (C&W).

Of course, we also want to hear from you. Please reach out to Jennifer, Brad, or me with questions, 
comments or content suggestions. 

We are here to help.

Sincerely, 

John Santora

GLOBAL COO & CHIEF 
INTEGRATION OFFICER

VICE PRESIDENT, 
CORPORATE 
DEVELOPMENT

+1 212 841 5060
JOHN.SANTORA@CUSHWAKE.COM 
NEW YORK

+1 213 330 0908
JENNIFER.PRICE@CUSHWAKE.COM
LOS ANGELES

John Santora Jennifer Price
GLOBAL HEAD OF 
COMMUNICATIONS & 
CHANGE MANAGEMENT

+1 312 424 8010
BRAD.KREIGER@CUSHWAKE.COM
CHICAGO

Brad Kreiger
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WORKSTREAM DIRECTORY

BOOST
with Shelley Radomski and Steve Watts

See more about our efforts to design a 
world-class local office support model.
+ LEARN MORE

WORKDAY
with Jeffrey Patuto

Learn more about Workday and how it 
will enable us to leapfrog our competition.
+ LEARN MORE

CORPORATE REAL ESTATE
with Quin Ryan

Get the latest news on our global 
office consolidation.
+ LEARN MORE

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
with Adam Stanley

Hear all about our recently
established global work plan. 
+ LEARN MORE

HUMAN RESOURCES
with Matthew Bouw

Understand key current and upcoming 
HR activities.
+ LEARN MORE

FINANCE & HR TRANSFORMATION UPDATES
with Charlie Fraas

Learn more about the Accenture 
BPO project.
+ LEARN MORE
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SCOPE OF THIS WORKSTREAM
The Corporate Real Estate (CRE) group has been active for approximately six 
months to focus on our own portfolio of office spaces and better manage the 
3.5 million square feet and over 450 leases in the new C&W portfolio. Prior to 
integration, neither legacy company had a CRE function.

UPDATE
Since merger close, the team has been focused on managing both office consolidation 
efforts and business as usual management of our global real estate portfolio. For 
the office consolidations (i.e., when employees merge multiple locations into one 
to increase productivity and team alignment), the team has focused on the top 90 
markets globally which consist of 225 leases.  Along with the benefits that come 
with combining the businesses under one roof, C&W is rolling out a new workplace 
strategy that will excite employees and clients alike. 

To date, the team has managed both office swaps (i.e., when employees swap facility 
locations for more efficient team alignment) and office consolidations across each 
region. Specifically:
• Consolidations: In the Americas, 14 markets have been consolidated with 8 more 

targeted for the end of February. In EMEA, 4 cities have been consolidated (Prague, 
Budapest, Edinburgh, and Bratislava).

• Office Swaps: Since the integration, we have swapped 12 offices in the Americas. 
This month, in EMEA, we completed a major swap in London. This swap involved 
1,200 employees moving across the London estate.

WHAT TO SAY TO EMPLOYEES
• Regional and global leadership are developing Global Office Workplace Standards. 

The new standards have a strong focus on collaboration, technology, and creating a 
client experience. 

• Office consolidations are being evaluated market-by-market in conjunction with 
Regional and Market Leadership. 

• Many offices globally have already been or are in the process of being consolidated 
or swapped.  Market Leaders will communicate any events or progress directly to 
their employees.

CORPORATE REAL ESTATE UPDATE

CRE TEAM
CRE is focused on 
managing 3.5 million 
square feet and over 
450 leases in the C&W 
portfolio. The group is 
responsible for guiding 
and supporting all 
go-forward real 
estate activities.  

GLOBAL HEAD 
OF CORPORATE 
REAL ESTATE

GLOBAL PROJECT
MANAGEMENT LEAD

+1 404 853 5392
QUIN.RYAN@CUSHWAKE.COM
ATLANTA

+1 212 328 4255
ELYSE.JOHNSON@CUSHWAKE.COM
NEW YORK

Quin Ryan Elyse A. Johnson
Šantić, Assoc. AIA

GLOBAL TRANSACTIONS
AND OPERATIONS LEAD

+1 212 659 6484
HENRY.CONNELL@CUSHWAKE.COM
NEW YORK

Henry Connell,
MRICS
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SCOPE OF THIS WORKSTREAM
For several months, a team of C&W employees and Deloitte advisors has been 
working together to design a world-class, standardized local office support model to 
help our local offices operate more efficiently and enable our fee earners to win more. 

UPDATE
The design is mostly complete and the team is ready to start validating some of the 
benefits to our people and processes through pilots in the Americas. Some specifics 
about the pilots:
• We have planned two 6-8 week pilot programs in the Tampa and Atlanta markets. The 

Tampa and Atlanta markets were selected based on their size, flexibility and leadership. 
• We expect to begin our Tampa pilot in late February, followed by our Atlanta pilot 

in early April.

EMEA has kicked off planning efforts and an activity survey for EMEA is expected to 
be distributed soon. The survey is designed to allow us to better understand how local 
support staff divides their time across activities by office.

WHAT TO SAY TO EMPLOYEES 
• Our integration efforts are being customized specifically for each local market, and 

both the Market and Regional leads are heavily engaged in these discussions. 
• Lessons learned from the two Americas pilots will be incorporated into any longer-

term plans.
• We are actively working on integration schedules and will be communicating more 

about these plans and how they will affect all markets in the coming months.

BOOST UPDATE

BOOST TEAM
The BOOST team, 
in partnership with 
local market leaders, 
operations directors/
managers corporate 
and local Marketing, 
Research, and HR leads, 
is focused on planning 
and implementing 
local office support 
model changes. 

HEAD OF 
OPERATIONS, AMERICAS

CO-SPONSOR

+1 202 463 1129
SHELLEY.RADOMSKI@CUSHWAKE.COM
WASHINGTON, DC

+1 212 713 6920
MARIA.NOVAK@CUSHWAKE.COM
NEW JERSEY

Shelley Radomski Maria Novak
HEAD OF MERGER, 
INTEGRATION AND 
PROJECTS EMEA

+44 (0)20 3296 3665
STEVE.WATTS@CUSHWAKE.COM
LONDON

Steve Watts
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SCOPE OF THIS WORKSTREAM
The team is laser focused on building a truly world class and market leading HR function 
globally. This will include leveraging best-in-class systems and technology which will 
underpin the optimal HR service delivery model to attract, develop, retain, remunerate 
and motivate the best talent in the industry. (Also see Finance & HR Transformation)

UPDATE BY HR ACTIVITY: (These messages may be used with employees)
Talent Acquisition – Korn Ferry, a leading advisory firm, completed a diagnostic 
on identification, sourcing and onboarding processes across candidate types: 1) 
Executive, 2) Broker/Campus, 3) Professional/Technical and 4) Project-based. A 
complete redesign and reimplementation of our strategy will come later this year; 
it will be focused on improving the candidate experience, reducing cost, and better 
leveraging technology. 

Talent Management – There is a Board-level commitment to supporting our people 
by building a learning organization. The team is working to take the best learning and 
development programs of our legacy organizations and adapt them for the new C&W.  
More information will be provided as soon as it is available.

Compensation – The 2015 year-end performance review process continues and 
will be completed by mid-March. The firm is committed to paying bonuses as 
soon as possible with the year-end financial closing process. Efforts to harmonize 
compensation programs across the business are underway in all regions.  Many 
combined programs will take effect in 2016 and the balance in 2017.

Benefits – We’re currently in the process of reviewing all benefits plans from legacy 
organizations. Our goal is to unify our plans at the country level and have any changes 
in place by January 1, 2017. Expect more communication from our Human Resources 
team later this year.

FOR LEADERS ONLY:
Workforce Selection & Transition (WST) – This team is focused on evaluating 
talent, identifying the right roles, and making the right talent decisions for the 
combined organization. While significant progress has been made against our overall 
WST plan, 2016 WST planning is underway in the Americas and EMEA, and will 
commence soon in APAC and Greater China.

HUMAN RESOURCES UPDATE

HR TEAM
The HR workstream 
is focused on building 
a truly world class 
and market leading 
HR function globally 
to attract, develop, 
retain, remunerate and 
motivate the best talent 
in the industry.

GLOBAL CHIEF HUMAN 
RESOURCES OFFICER

+1 312 273 0720
MATTHEW.BOUW@CUSHWAKE.COM
CHICAGO

Matthew Bouw
GLOBAL WORKFORCE
SELECTION &
TRANSITION LEAD

+1 312 424 8050
NOELLE.MONAHAN@CUSHWAKE.COM
CHICAGO

Noelle Monahan
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INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY UPDATE

IT TEAM
Global Technology 
Solutions (GTS) 
continues to 
support both 
integration 
and business 
as usual (BAU) 
activities to deliver 
foundational 
excellence across 
the enterprise. 

SCOPE OF THIS WORKSTREAM
Global Technology Solutions (GTS) continues to support both integration and business 
as usual (BAU) activities to deliver foundational excellence across the enterprise. 

SOME KEY CHANGES COMING END OF 1Q2016:
• Piloting Skype for Business at Massey Knakal: Skype for Business includes more 

than instant messaging.  We will take advantage of additional features such as 
presence, video conferencing and telecommunications.  

• Completion of global audio visual (AV) standardization processes: The goal is focused 
on ease of use, providing a consistent experience regardless of office location.

• Americas launch of Blue Jeans video conference platform: The long term plan is 
standardization on Blue Jeans, with replacement of GoTo Meeting, WebEx and 
Intercall Web Meeting planned for year-end 2016.

• Launch of Project Dolby: This project is a suite of service improvement initiatives 
aimed to reduce some of the noise and problems faced by our colleagues post-merger.  
Examples include inaccessible shared drives and applications between legacy 
organizations, better on boarding processes and technology training initiatives.        

WHAT TO SAY TO EMPLOYEES 
• For all initiatives impacting a large number of C&W associates, you will receive 

change communications as the date approaches. These communications will detail 
any specific actions required.

GTS continues to drive change, engagement and awareness across all regions for 
our global colleagues. As a result, several change management efforts have been 
implemented and will continue including:

• Recurring Global Town Hall meetings along with the creation of an Extended 
Leadership Team (XLT)

• Launched The Pulse newsletter for GTS associates
• Established the PeopleSquad, an employee group committed to fostering global 

engagement and  collaboration

GLOBAL CHIEF 
INFORMATION OFFICER

+1 646 265 8324
ADAM.STANLEY@CUSHWAKE.COM
CHICAGO

Adam Stanley
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SCOPE OF THIS WORKSTREAM
On January 20th, C&W announced a global agreement with Accenture to help design 
efficient delivery models for Americas and EMEA Finance and HR functions*, as 
well as to execute some transactional processes within those functions and regions 
through an outsourcing relationship. Go-live for these functions and regions is 
targeted for the third quarter of 2016**, subject to consultation that is necessary in 
specific countries.  The following is a summary of proposed in-scope** process areas:
Finance: 
• In-scope for Accenture (excluding C&W Services): Order to cash, procure to 

pay, record to report, FP&A, treasury 
• In-scope for Accenture (for C&W Services): Order to cash, procure to pay

HR: 
• In-Scope for Accenture: Employee data management, support center for 

employees and off-boarding 

In addition to the above, global implementation of Workday will continue. This 
system is already live across legacy C&W for both HR and Finance, and will be rolled 
out to many parts of C&W’s global business. Go-live for this implementation is 
scheduled for the third quarter of 2016**.

Accenture will support the overall consulting activities for the delivery model 
transformation and program management activities for both Workday and delivery 
model transformations.

For specifics regarding impacted process areas and geographies, please reach out to 
the Finance & HR transformation leads (contact information below). 

WHAT TO SAY TO EMPLOYEES 
• C&W has begun a transformation of Americas and *EMEA Finance & HR 

functions* that includes two components: 
 º The first is a technology transformation that would expand the roll-out of 

Workday across many parts of our global business. 

 º The second is delivery model transformation that’s part of a 5-year partnership 
with Accenture, comprising of both consulting for design of delivery models, 
and shifting of specific services from these organizations to Accenture in an 
outsourcing relationship.

+SEE PAGE 2

FINANCE & HR TRANSFORMATION UPDATE
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• This transformation provides our organization an opportunity to build a best-in-
class, efficient delivery model to meet the needs of our growing business.

• Accenture’s scope for process outsourcing is limited to specific functions within 
Finance & HR, all within Americas and EMEA*.

• In some countries, implementation of the business process outsourcing (BPO) element 
of the transformation is dependent on consultation with employee representatives.*

• More information on the delivery model for Finance & HR, including operating models 
and employee impacts will be communicated to employees in the coming months.

*The material in this section may be subject to consultation according to applicable 
local laws. The material is also subject to variations as required to accommodate 
consultation in EMEA countries. Country scope of future activity transfer is dependent 
on a review of phase 1/wave 1 experience and consultation where required.

**Planning and consultations are still underway. The final timing and scope of 
process areas are subject to change.

FINANCE & HR TRANSFORMATION UPDATE

CUTTING THROUGH 
THE JARGON: 
MFSS VS. BPO?
Multi-function Shared 
Services (MFSS) 
is a broader set of 
projects looking at 
how our operations 
can be delivered more 
efficiently through 
some type of shared 
services model. 
Business Process 
Outsourcing (BPO) is a 
more narrowly defined 
solution which involves 
shifting services to a 
BPO provider. 

AMERICAS 
GLOBAL SHARED 
SERVICES LEADER 

CHARLES@FRAASADVISORY.COM   
CHICAGO, USA (PRIMARY) 

Charlie Fraas 
EMEA GLOBAL SHARED 
SERVICES LEADER

MARGARET.SPINK@DTZ.COM 
LONDON, UK (PRIMARY)

Margaret Spink 
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SCOPE OF THIS WORKSTREAM
Workday is a state-of-the-art, cloud-based and mobile friendly technology that will 
allow us to have real time reporting of key financial metrics, which will be available 
on your mobile device, client profitability analysis, and integrated HR and Finance 
processes which will lower our back-office costs operations. 

In August 2015, Phase I was implemented for legacy C&W for HR and October 2015 
for Finance. Phase II will focus on implementing Workday for the majority of the new 
organization by July 1, 2016. It will leverage the lessons learned from the Phase I roll-
out. You can expect to see:
• Targeted and timely change management communications
• Robust, end-user training for all types of users
• Support from the Center of Excellence Support organization to address go-live 

teething issues that are generally experienced with implementations of this size. 

WHAT TO SAY TO EMPLOYEES 
• Workday will allow us to replace all of our disparate HR and Finance systems with 

one global system which will standardize all of our back office processes.
• Workday offers us a full-platform solution and gives us the opportunity to leap frog 

over our competitors.
• The team has incorporated your feedback from Phase I into the Phase II 

implementation plans.
• You will receive targeted communications and training as we get closer to go-live. 

• There are dedicated Workday Project Leads for Finance, HR, and IT. You can reach 
out to these leads with specific questions:

 º Patrick Brennan, Global Finance Lead

 º Niraj Varia, Global HR Lead

 º Andrew Hamilton, Global IT Lead

WORKDAY UPDATE

WORKDAY TEAM
The Workday 
team is focused on 
consolidating multiple 
HR and Finance systems 
onto one global platform 
(Workday) in order to 
standardize HR and 
Finance processes to 
lower operating 
costs across all regions 
and enable more 
consistent/reliable data.

VICE PRESIDENT,
FINANCE OPERATIONS

+1 212 841 7702
JEFFREY.PATUTO@CUSHWAKE.COM
NEW YORK

Jeffrey Patuto
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INTRODUCING THE COMMUNICATION TOOLKIT:
YOUR GUIDE TO EFFECTIVELY COMMUNICATING ABOUT THE INTEGRATION

Keep In Mind

CONTEXT MESSAGE

Broad Change Message & Tips

This communication toolkit is designed to help you tell a story around our rationale for change. The story you tell 
could spark a conversation around change of any kind from organization/role change to system implementation or 
office/workplace change, etc.

• Key messages can be used directly within 
your formal communications channels 
(email messages, newsletters, videos, etc.)

• Messages can be used in regular meetings within 
your business (team meetings, town hall meetings, 
meet and greet conversations with employees).

• Our global communications team also has 
this messaging and will work to integrate 
consistent messaging into regular channels.

STATE OUR GOAL. First, employees should understand our 
broad goal as an organization.

Our goal: to lead the real estate industry with the best talent, the best clients, and the 
best results.

ACKNOWLEDGE OUR CHALLENGE. 

Next, acknowledge the work we need to undertake to reach our goal.

Be empathetic. 

Our goal is obtainable, but we recognize that we’re not there yet

We need to develop infrastructure and processes that can help us successfully compete 
now, and scale with us through various stages of the business cycle. 

Mergers of this size are very complex. We understand balancing internal change and 
client demands is difficult.

EMPHASIZE THE OPPORTUNITY.  Integration is challenging, but the opportunity is worth it.

We can build upon the best of our legacy firms, and create something new and better.

Communicate HOW the firm is making integration-related decisions 
by sharing the desired characteristics of the new organization.

These can be considered “guiding principles” for the integration. 
They give employees a vision of what we want the new Cushman & 
Wakefield to be.

BUILT FOR LONG-TERM SUSTAINABLE SUCCESS.  
In any merger of this scale, it is important in the short-term to focus on rationalizing 
our costs. 

But there’s a much longer-term priority to deliver sustainable results, and profit, 
allowing us to reinvest in our own business. 

ENABLED FOR GROWTH.  
We are a growth company. 

We want to be in the top in every segment where we compete. 

We’ll continue to look for opportunities to grow organically, while bringing new 
capabilities to our clients. 

We’ll also continue to fill in our platform around the world. 

FOCUSED ON THE BEST PERFORMERS.  
“Focusing on the best” impacts who we hire, how we promote, and how we choose our 
business partners. 

The merger creates a unique opportunity to evaluate our business top to bottom, and 
build the kind of place where high performers thrive. 

Doing so will raise the bar for everyone, increasing revenue, driving productivity, and 
developing a culture of performance. 

FINALLY, EXPLAIN THE PAYOFF.

This should tie back to the original goal, while offering the real 
benefit to our employees.

The outcome to all of us is exciting.

We’ll work with talented, dedicated professionals who make a real impact for clients. 

We’ll experience career growth by creating new  opportunities, and we’ll still have fun 
coming to work every day.
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COMMUNICATION TOOLKIT

We have also developed CORE DEFINING MESSAGES around the identity and personality of the new Cushman 
& Wakefield. They replace a traditional “mission and vision statement” into something more contemporary, 
conversational and motivational. These messages can and should be used when describing the organization.

We are a leading global real estate 
service firm that helps clients transform 

the way people work, shop and live.

WHO WE ARE
We will lead the real estate industry with 

the best talent, the best clients and the 
best results.

WHAT WE’LL ACHIEVE

Core Defining Messages

DEEP LOCAL AND GLOBAL knowledge creates significant value for our clients

RELENTLESS CURIOSITY delivers unseen opportunities

EVERY TOUCH POINT is an opportunity to deliver an exceptional experience for clients

DIVERSE BACKGROUNDS cultures and expertise inspire breakthrough innovation

ALONE WE ARE GOOD together we are great

OUR BRAND AND OUR PEOPLE will be the envy of the industry

What You Can Expect from Us
A strong bias for ACTION

A rigorous focus on RESULTS

Value created through INSIGHTS

The right people powered by THE RIGHT PLATFORM

What We Believe
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